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The field of artificial intelligence (AI) engineering is a rapidly growing and 
evolving domain—and it represents the cutting edge of technological 
innovation today. As businesses and industries increasingly 

, the demand for skilled AI engineers 
is surging. 


The US Bureau of Labor Statistics expects 
 over the next decade, far outpacing the average 

growth rate of 5 percent for other occupations. This expansion is fueled 
by the widespread adoption of AI in sectors ranging from healthcare and 
finance to retail and manufacturing, driving a need for skilled engineers 
who can design, implement, and manage AI systems. 


With AI technologies becoming more sophisticated and their applications 
more diverse, the role of AI engineers is crucial for translating the 
potentials of AI into real, practical solutions. This article dives into the 
key skills to look for, recruitment strategies, and best practices to find 
and hire the AI engineers you need to drive innovation at your 
organization.


integrate AI 
into their technology and operations

demand for AI engineers to 
increase by 23 percent
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Hiring a software engineer, a well-established role, is 
. How, then, should companies hire for 

the relatively new (and very in-demand) role of AI 
engineering? At the highest level, candidates for these 
roles should have a robust understanding of computer 
science principles, with a strong emphasis on AI-related 
technologies and methodologies. This includes familiarity 
with various AI models, algorithms, and data structures. 


Additionally, it’s important to evaluate candidates’ hands-
on experience in implementing AI solutions. Look for 
projects and past work that demonstrate their ability to 
apply AI concepts effectively in real-world scenarios—or 
assess for these skills during the interview and 
assessment process. Practical skills in AI development are 
just as crucial as theoretical knowledge.


Problem-solving and communication are also key 
attributes to look for in AI engineers. The nature of AI 
projects often involves tackling complex, unprecedented 
challenges. Hence, having strong problem-solving skills is 
vital for AI engineers to innovate and adapt solutions 
effectively. They should be adept at breaking down 
complex problems, hypothesizing solutions, and iterating 
on their ideas to achieve optimal outcomes.


challenging enough

What to consider when 
hiring AI engineers


https://codesignal.com/blog/tech-recruiting/exploring-the-biggest-recruitment-challenges-in-technical-hiring/
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Equally important is their ability to communicate these complex ideas 
and solutions to a variety of stakeholders. Effective communication 
skills are essential not just for collaboration within a team but also for 
articulating AI concepts and their implications to non-technical 
stakeholders. A well-rounded AI engineer will excel both in the technical 
facets of artificial intelligence and in conveying their ideas and solutions 
in a clear, understandable manner, bridging the gap between technical 
and non-technical realms.


How to define the required skills  
and competencies for your role


Defining the required skills and competencies for an AI engineer role is a 
critical step in the hiring process. Start by outlining the specific needs of 
your project or organization, focusing on the role of AI in driving your 
objectives. 


This involves identifying the core programming languages and AI 
technologies pertinent to your projects. For instance, proficiency in 
Python, TensorFlow, and neural networks might be essential for a role 
focused on machine learning. Beyond technical skills, consider the level 
of expertise required in areas like data analysis, model development, and 
system integration. 


It’s also crucial to assess the communication and collaboration skills 
needed for the role. If the position involves leading a team or interfacing 
with clients, strong leadership and communication skills are vital. 
Additionally, problem-solving abilities, creativity in algorithm design, and 
adaptability in learning new AI trends are key competencies that will set 
candidates apart.

What to consider when 
hiring AI engineers
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5 things to look for in an 
AI engineer’s skillset
 1

A machine learning engineer assesses, analyzes and 
organizes large amounts of data, while executing tests 
and optimizing ML systems and algorithms. [1]


For AI engineers specializing in machine learning, a deep 
grasp of specific algorithms and statistical methods is 
essential. They should be proficient in various machine 
learning techniques, including regression, classification, 
clustering, and decision trees. Familiarity with neural 
network architectures, particularly in areas like deep 
learning, is crucial. This includes an understanding of the 
nuances of different neural network types, such as 
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for image 
processing or recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for 
sequence analysis. 


Mastery of key machine learning frameworks, like 
TensorFlow or PyTorch, is also vital, as these are the 
primary tools for building and deploying machine learning 
models. Additionally, AI engineers should possess strong 
analytical skills to handle and interpret data effectively, as 
well as the ability to fine-tune and optimize models by 
understanding and applying the right performance 
metrics. This set of skills ensures that AI engineers are 
not only equipped to develop advanced machine learning 
solutions but can also adapt and innovate as the field 
evolves.


Machine learning 
engineering

https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/definition/machine-learning-engineer-ML-engineer
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5 things to look for in an 
AI engineer’s skillset


Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the ability of a 
computer program to understand human language as it is 
spoken and written. [2]


AI engineers specializing in Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) require a unique set of skills to effectively handle 
and interpret human language data. They should have a 
solid understanding of NLP concepts and techniques, 
such as tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named 
entity recognition, and sentiment analysis. Proficiency in 
handling and applying machine learning algorithms to 
large text datasets is crucial, as much of NLP involves 
training models on text data. They also need to be familiar 
with NLP libraries and frameworks like NLTK, spaCy, or 
Transformers, which are essential for building and 
implementing NLP applications. 


Experience with deep learning approaches, particularly in 
using and fine-tuning models like BERT or GPT, is 
increasingly important given the advancements in the 
field. Additionally, a strong grasp of linguistics and 
language modeling is beneficial, enabling engineers to 
more effectively process and understand nuances and 
complexities in different languages. These skills ensure 
that AI engineers are equipped to develop robust NLP 
solutions, from chatbots and text analytics to more 
complex language understanding systems.


Knowledge of Natural  
Language Processing (NLP)

2

https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/definition/natural-language-processing-NLP
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5 things to look for in an 
AI engineer’s skillset


In the rapidly evolving field of AI, engineers need to be proficient in 
a range of programming languages and frameworks that are pivotal 
for developing AI solutions. Python stands out as the most critical 
language due to its extensive libraries and frameworks specifically 
designed for AI and machine learning, such as TensorFlow, 
PyTorch, and scikit-learn. Knowledge of R can also be beneficial 
for statistical analysis and data visualization.






In addition to these, familiarity with Java, C++, and JavaScript can 
be valuable for AI engineers, as they are often used in developing 
more complex AI applications and integrating AI functionalities 
into existing systems. Frameworks like Keras for neural networks, 
Pandas for data manipulation, and OpenCV for computer vision are 
essential tools in an AI engineer’s toolkit. 


At the level of infrastructure, understanding cloud services like 
AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud, which offer AI and machine 
learning services, is increasingly important. This combination of 
programming languages and frameworks equips AI engineers with 
the versatility and depth needed to tackle a wide array of AI 
projects, from data analysis to the development of sophisticated 
AI models.



Programming languages 
and frameworks for AI

3
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5 things to look for in an 
AI engineer’s skillset


Data science and analytics form a foundational pillar in the skill 
set of AI engineers. Proficiency in data science principles is crucial, 
as AI heavily relies on data for training models and deriving 
insights. AI engineers need to be skilled in data preprocessing 
techniques—cleaning, normalization, and feature extraction—to 
ensure the quality and relevance of data used in AI models. They 
also should have a strong understanding of statistical methods to 
analyze and interpret data effectively. This includes knowledge of 
probability distributions, hypothesis testing, and regression 
analysis.






Familiarity with data visualization tools like Matplotlib, Seaborn, or 
Tableau can help AI engineers effectively communicate data 
insights. On top of this, AI engineers should be adept in using data 
manipulation libraries (like Pandas in Python), which are critical for 
handling and analyzing large datasets. These data science and 
analytics skills enable AI engineers to both develop more accurate 
and efficient AI models and also articulate the significance and 
limitations of their AI solutions in real-world contexts.



Data science and  
analytics skills

4
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5 things to look for in an 
AI engineer’s skillset


The fifth and final key skillset to look for when hiring AI 
engineers is their problem-solving and critical thinking 
abilities. These skills are essential in the AI field, where 
engineers frequently encounter complex, often novel, 
challenges that require innovative solutions. An effective 
AI engineer should demonstrate the ability to think 
analytically, breaking down problems into manageable 
components and developing logical, efficient solutions. 
They should be adept at algorithmic thinking, too, which 
enables them to devise and implement algorithms that 
efficiently solve problems and optimize AI models. 


Critical thinking is crucial for evaluating the feasibility and 
potential impact of AI solutions, considering both 
technical and ethical aspects. This skillset includes the 
capacity to anticipate, identify, and troubleshoot potential 
issues in AI systems to ensure robust and reliable 
performance. In a field that is constantly evolving, the 
ability of AI engineers to adapt and learn, applying their 
problem-solving skills to new technologies and 
methodologies, is invaluable. These capabilities drive 
innovation while ensuring that AI solutions are developed 
with foresight, accuracy, and ethical responsibility.

Problem-solving and  
critical thinking abilities

5
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When interviewing candidates for an AI engineering role, hiring teams 
need to design questions that effectively gauge the candidate’s technical 
proficiency, problem-solving abilities, and understanding of AI concepts. 
Consider including scenarios that reflect real-world challenges AI 
engineers might face in the role when formulating interview questions. 
Some example AI engineer interview questions you might ask include:


These questions assess the candidate’s technical knowledge and 
experience in key areas like machine learning and NLP, while also 
providing insight into their problem-solving process and ability to tackle 
complex tasks. Additionally, they can reveal how the candidate stays 
updated with current AI trends and technologies, a critical aspect in this 
rapidly evolving field.


How would you approach designing a machine learning 
model for a large, unstructured dataset? Please outline the 
steps from data preprocessing to model evaluation.


Can you describe a project where you implemented natural 
language processing (NLP) techniques? What were the 
challenges you faced, and how did you address them?



What interview questions should 
I ask potential AI engineers?
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What interview questions should 
I ask potential AI engineers?

Evaluating AI engineers during the recruitment process requires planning 
and a strong understanding of the requirements of and skills needed for 
the specific role. Start with a job-relevant pre-screen that ensures 
candidates possess the basic technical competencies required of an AI 
engineer. 


In later recruiting stages, technical interviews should include a mix of 
theoretical questions and practical problems, possibly incorporating live 
coding sessions or take-home assignments to assess their coding and 
problem-solving abilities in real-time. It’s beneficial to include 

 that mirror real-world work, as these 
reveal the candidate’s approach to problem-solving and innovation. 
Behavioral interviews, meanwhile, can help gauge their communication 
skills and how they work in a team or manage conflicts— crucial skills 
for collaborative projects. 


A common pitfall in evaluating AI engineers is that interviewers may 
focus too heavily on theoretical knowledge while neglecting candidates’ 
practical skills. Interviewers should also be mindful that they 
meaningfully assess interpersonal skills like communication, adaptability, 
and continuous learning, as AI projects often require cross-functional 
collaboration and ongoing skill development in a rapidly-evolving field.

scenario-
based coding interview challenges

How to evaluate AI engineers 
in your hiring process

https://codesignal.com/blog/tech-recruiting/using-coding-interview-challenges-to-hire-software-engineers/
https://codesignal.com/blog/tech-recruiting/using-coding-interview-challenges-to-hire-software-engineers/
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What interview questions should 
I ask potential AI engineers?

Pre-screening AI engineering candidates is a key early step in the 
hiring process that ensures only qualified candidates proceed to 
the in-depth interview stages. Pre-screening assessments should 
be structured to assess theoretical knowledge, practical problem-
solving skills, and the ability to apply concepts to real-world 
scenarios.


The benefits of pre-screening include saving time and resources—
particularly for engineering teams—and focusing efforts on 
candidates who are more likely to meet the job requirements. 


To streamline this process, CodeSignal offers a pre-screening 
solution with validated, research-backed  that 
are specifically tailored to ML and AI engineering roles. 

 is a top-of-the-funnel IDE-based assessment solution 
that is purpose-built to identify quality candidates in high-volume 
recruiting scenarios for a variety of technical roles. Pre-Screen 
assessments provide hiring teams with a strong signal of technical 
skill—and provide candidates with a highly realistic development 
experience. Solutions like Pre-Screen both streamline the 
recruitment process and help maintain a high , 
essential for specialized roles like AI engineering.

Certified Evaluations
CodeSignal 

Pre-Screen

technical bar

Pre-screening AI 
engineering candidates

https://codesignal.com/certified-evaluations/
https://codesignal.com/products/pre-screen/
https://codesignal.com/products/pre-screen/
https://codesignal.com/blog/tech-recruiting/setting-a-technical-bar/
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What interview questions should 
I ask potential AI engineers?

For many organizations,  
have become the norm. Fully remote, hybrid, and 
even office-based workplaces benefit from the 
efficiency of conducting interviews remotely; 
meanwhile, candidates are able to show off their 
skills from the comfort of their own home. 


To conduct these interviews more effectively, use a 
platform specifically designed for technical hiring. 

 is an advanced 
 with live 

collaboration that includes video and audio calling. 
It provides candidates the coding tools they actually 
use on the job with a terminal, filesystem, and live 
frontend preview, all in one window, allowing 
interviewers to work alongside candidates easily. By 
leveraging tools like CodeSignal Interview, 
organizations can conduct more effective and 
efficient remote technical interviews, ensuring they 
identify the best AI engineering talent.

remote technical interviews

CodeSignal Interview integrated 
development environment (IDE)

Tips for conducting  
remote technical interviews

https://codesignal.com/blog/tech-recruiting/technical-interviews-a-guide-for-interviewers-candidates/
https://codesignal.com/products/interview/
https://codesignal.com/integrated-development-environment/
https://codesignal.com/integrated-development-environment/
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What interview questions should 
I ask potential AI engineers?

Job simulations are an increasingly popular tool in the hiring process, 
offering a practical and immersive way to assess a candidate’s abilities in 
real-world scenarios. These simulations provide a dynamic environment 
for candidates to demonstrate their skills in problem-solving, coding, and 
applying AI and machine learning algorithms. The benefits are significant: 
employers get a more accurate picture of a candidate’s capabilities and 
how they might perform on the job. It also allows candidates to 
showcase their skills in a practical context beyond theoretical 
knowledge. 


However, creating realistic and relevant simulations that accurately 
reflect job responsibilities can be challenging. It requires careful planning 
to ensure that the simulations are truly realistic  and that they provide 
equitable opportunities for candidates to demonstrate their skills. 
Additionally, evaluating performance in simulations can be more complex 
than traditional assessments with more straightforward scoring 
mechanisms. Despite these challenges, the depth of insight gained from 
job simulations makes them an invaluable tool for hiring AI engineers, 
ensuring that the selected candidates are truly the best fit for the role.

AI engineer job simulations

https://codesignal.com/blog/tech-recruiting/make-interviews-like-simulations/
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How to meet diversity targets when 
hiring for AI & machine learning roles

Meeting diversity targets when hiring for AI and machine learning roles 
requires intentionality and planning. A great place to start is by 
implementing structured interviews.  are key in 
minimizing bias in technical recruiting, as they ensure that all candidates 
are assessed based on a consistent set of criteria and questions. This 
uniformity helps reduce the influence of  and 
personal preferences that interviewers might have. It’s also 
recommended to train interviewers on diversity and inclusion principles 
to help them recognize and mitigate their own biases. 


In addition to structured interviews, crafting inclusive  
plays a crucial role in attracting a diverse pool of candidates for AI and 
machine learning roles. Job descriptions should be carefully written to 
avoid gendered language or requirements that could unintentionally 
deter qualified applicants from underrepresented backgrounds. 
Emphasizing a commitment to diversity and inclusion in the job listing 
can also make the position more appealing to a broader range of 
candidates. 


Lastly, it can help to reach out to diverse talent pools through targeted 
recruitment efforts, such as partnering with organizations or 
communities that focus on underrepresented groups in tech such as 

, which supports Black and Latinx undergraduate students 
majoring in Computer Science. By combining inclusive job descriptions 
with proactive outreach and structured interviews, organizations can 
more effectively meet their diversity targets, enriching their teams with a 
wide range of perspectives and experiences essential for innovation in AI 
and machine learning.

Structured interviews

unconscious biases

job descriptions

ColorStack

https://codesignal.com/blog/tech-recruiting/codesignal-guide-to-structured-interviews/
https://codesignal.com/blog/tech-recruiting/how-to-avoid-unfair-hiring-practices-in-technical-recruitment/
https://codesignal.com/blog/engineering/5-steps-for-writing-a-technical-question/
https://www.colorstack.org/
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In conclusion, hiring qualified AI engineers requires planning, job-relevant 
assessment and interviews, and an eye toward diversity and inclusion best 
practices. Key skills to assess when hiring for this role include programming 
proficiency, machine learning and deep learning knowledge, data science 
and analytics, Natural Language Processing (NLP), and problem-solving 
abilities.


Hiring teams should incorporate structured interviews to minimize bias in 
technical recruiting, and be sure to write inclusive job descriptions to 
attract a diverse range of applicants. Pre-screening, technical interviews, 
and job simulations are effective methods to assess candidates’ knowledge 
and skills. Tools like  can streamline these processes, by 
providing validated, role-relevant skills evaluations in a platform designed 
for technical hiring.

CodeSignal

Ready to get started with hiring qualified AI engineers for your team?  
Talk to an expert at CodeSignal to take the next step.

Final thoughts

https://codesignal.com/
https://codesignal.com/demo

